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Take on the role of an Elden Lord and prove your courage on the battlefield as you fight off a vast host of formidable opponents. Fight as one with your party, and ride your high-speed charger forward. In addition to the
battle gameplay, the game also offers an expansive world full of amazing experiences and events that you can enjoy in your own way. FEATURES [Game Features] 1. Action Battle Gameplay with an Overwhelming Level of
Intensity The action battle gameplay of Skyward Sword marks a breakthrough in character action games. In action battle, you can perform special attacks by dragging items from your inventory menu. For example, using
the left stick to drag a sword, you can link the sword to your left hand and use it as a weapon to get the drop on your enemies. Dragging items from your inventory will also make special attacks easier. When several items
are dragged together, the attack that you perform will increase in power. You can even perform Special Attacks like Dual Strike, Surpassing Strike, and Through Strike. Using the C-Stick to drag items from your inventory
menu is the most intuitive way to attack. Using the C-Stick to attack is an intuitive and easy way to attack. Using the left stick to move your character and drag items from your inventory is also intuitive. Using the left stick
to move your character and drag items from your inventory is also intuitive and easy to do. 2. An Exciting Story Featuring Gameplay Elements of Exploration and Mystery The action battle gameplay of Skyward Sword
marks a breakthrough in character action games. You can perform special attacks by dragging items from your inventory menu. During your journey through the Lands Between, you can explore the world and come across
monsters. Dragging items from your inventory will make special attacks easier. When several items are dragged together, the attack that you perform will increase in power. You can even perform Special Attacks like Dual
Strike, Surpassing Strike, and Through Strike. Drag items from your inventory to perform attacks like dual strike, surpassing strike, and through strike. Using the L-Stick to move your character while dragging items from
your inventory is intuitive and easy to do. Using the L-Stick to move your character while dragging items from your inventory is intuitive and easy to do. 3. An Overwhelming World With a Variety of Locations A vast world
that offers a variety of locations to explore, dungeons, and towns where you can rest.

Elden Ring Features Key:
Uniquely designed fantasy environment: A vast world full of excitement awaits you, and every place has different atmosphere from its own.
Brazen Online Multiplayer that Vastly Connects You to Each Other
Full online Play: In addition to local multiplayer, you can optionally meet and battle with a variety of other players from different regions.
Explore Large Dungeons: Experience the thrilling sense of discovery as you go wandering into a new environment.
Creature and Player Customization: Customize the appearance and develop your own character.
An Epic Drama Born from a Mythology: A multilayered story that intertwines the various thoughts of the characters and unfolds in the Lands Between.
Inventory, Trade, Exploration, and PvP matchmaking systems: Enjoy the thrill of exploring a very large 3D world and prepare for exciting battles with other players.
Support for Both PC and Mobile Platforms.
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Learn more about Elden Ring from the press release below.
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